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Spaces in your 
home should be 
easy to access 
and a joy to use.

If you’re the kind of person that likes to have full access to a space to complete 
daily tasks like making a cup of coffee, popping a load of laundry in the machine, 
or baking your favourite cake, without doors that cover half of the opening or 
protrude into the space – we’ve got the perfect door for you! 

RollerDoors™ give you full access to a space, are compact, and they blend in 
with the rest of your cabinetry, to look seamless in your home. 

Opening Opportunities. Welcome to Sage® Doors.



We know that in order to make the best doors, 
we need to work with the best. Materials. Men. 
Machinery.  They all work together hand-in-hand. 

That’s why we’ve spent years investing into and 
refining our ever-growing range of space-saving 
door solutions.

Explore our range 
of made-to-order 
door systems.

Sage® Doors  |  Acrymatte® Coconut with bar handle



Rowson Kitchens | Acrymatte Eclipse
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Charlotte Roberts Designs  |  RollerDoor™ with blank handle + own handle fitted

*Request our Edged Doors or Profile Doors Product Brochures.

Edged Doors Profile Doors

RollerDoors™ FlexiPanels™

Tape + Boards
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A Kiwi family business.

John Posthuma started the 

business when he was 24 years 

old. 42 years later, some things 

have changed – however, the 

most important things remain 

the same. 

The business started out making 
Sage® Commerical RollerDoors™ 
that we still make to this day.  We 
later developed our single-sided 
RollerDoors™, a space saving door 
solution that is used in homes all 
over New Zealand.
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In 2013, we introduced the world of 
seamlessly edged doors to New 
Zealand, by investing in laseredge 
technology – an edging detail where 
the edgetape gets melted onto the 
edge of the board instead of using 
traditional gluing methods. 

We have spent the past ten years 
investing into and developing our 
systems, products and machinery to 
ensure we are offering you the best 
product and can be flexible to 
your needs. 

We have trademarked our edge, 
Invisedge®, to give you certainty and 
consistency when choosing any of 
our products.

It’s not just laseredge, it’s Invisedge®. 

Sage® Doors has changed over the 
past 42 years, but we’ll remain a Kiwi 
family business, with John’s children 
continuing the business into the next 
generation. 



RollerDoors™ have so many 
uses within a kitchen, but 
that’s not the limit! 

RollerDoors™ are a 
space-saving door solution 
that are used around the 
home, as well as in 
commercial, retail and 
industrial environments.

The Tea Station

Tea, coffee, kettle, your favourite 
mugs and a good snack – all in 
one place, and easily hidden. No 
more clutter on the benchtop.

The Crockery Cupboard

Store all your fave plates and cups 
that you use every day in a place 
that’s super easy to access when 
you need them, but also easy to 
hide when not in use.

One door, many uses.
What would you store
behind your door?
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The Pantry

No need to have a scullery – 
RollerDoors™ do the trick. Store 
all of your pantry items right 
where you’re going to use them.

The Appliance Garage

Your toaster, KitchenAid®, kettle, 
and blender don’t like collecting 
dust in the back cupboard. They 
should be easy to access, but not 
an eyesore on the benchtop.

The Closed Door

Wherever you choose to use 
RollerDoors™, they should blend 
into the rest of the kitchen 
seamlessly when closed.



Single Sided RollerDoors™

Big or small? 
It’s up to you.

As RollerDoors™ can be made any size 
up to about 2m x 2m, they can be small – 
for your kettle and toaster, or big – for 
your entire pantry or laundry space.

Each door is carefully custom made to 
order, so get in touch if you need 
something larger, and we’ll work with 
you to find a solution. RollerDoors™ can 
also be motorised, if required.Rowson Kitchens | Acrymatte EclipseSage® Doors  |  Acrymatte® Eclipise RollerDoor™ with bar handle



Charlotte Roberts Designs  |  RollerDoor™ with blank handle + own handle fitted



Toni Roberts @ Kitchen Architect  |  Lacquered RollerDoor™ with bar handle



RollerDoors™ blend into 
the surroundings.

No matter the size, RollerDoors™ should fit the surroundings 
and be a seamless part of the overall design of a kitchen.

The ‘Bar Handle’ (pictured) is designed to blend in with the 
slats, giving a modern, seamless look to the door. RollerDoors™ 
can be made out of any cabinetry material, such as:

• Melamine/Melteca
• Acrylic Laminates
• Acrymatte/Acrygloss
• Vinyl Wrap products
• Lacquered MDF
• Any Solid Timber
• Anodized Aluminium

Single Sided RollerDoors™

For your peace of mind and 

safety, we include a micro-

switch at no extra cost when 

required. Easy to install, the 

microswitch ensures that 

power supply is disabled when 

the door is rolled down.

Toni Roberts @ Kitchen 
Architect  |  Lacquered 

RollerDoor™ with bar handle



Single Sided RollerDoors™

Case study: 
The laundry door

We live in a time where homes are 
getting smaller and spaces are being 
used more efficiently, where laundries 
are often a small nook that is tucked 
into a hallway or behind the front door.

Often these small laundries are either 
behind sliding doors that always cover 
half of the opening, or bifold doors that 
poke out and interfere with your front 
door or hallway.

John Williams Photography  |  RollerDoor™ with bar handle



We believe that a laundry space 
should be easy to access and easy to 
hide, to make daily tasks an 
enjoyable routine.

Sage® Doors  |  Lacquered 
RollerDoor™ with bar handles

RollerDoors™ give you full access to a space when open, 
don’t take up any room in front of the opening, and 
blend into their surroundings.

RollerDoors™ can also be motorised. The door pictured 
to the right is 2.8 metres tall and uses a motor so that it 
can effortlessly give full access to the space at the click of 
a button.



Sage® Doors  |  Acrymatte® Coconut RollerDoor™ with bar handle

Single Sided RollerDoors™

The study nook. 
Out of sight, out of mind.

Having an organised study makes working 
from home or clearing life-admin tasks so 
much more simple. However, in a busy home 
with limited space, the dining room table 
quickly becomes a shared space of family 
meals, work, study and puzzles.  

Creating a designated work-space with 
RollerDoors™ provides a visually-clean study 
that is compact and easy to hide when you 
finish for the day, allowing you to focus on 
your family, without the clutter of work.

Out of sight, out of mind.



Sage® Doors  |  Acrymatte® Coconut RollerDoors™ with bar handles



Rowson Kitchens | Acrymatte EclipseRowson Kitchens  |  Veneer Sideways RollerDoors™ with bar handle



Sideways 
tambour doors.

Sometimes you need something special, something 
different than up-and-down RollerDoors™. Often used 
in commercial spaces or entertainment units, tambour 
doors like this one seamlessly slide from side to side.

The door runs in a routed track top and bottom, and 
slides around the back of the opening. Contact us if 
you would like to use one and we’ll help you spec it 
to suit your space.

As there is no spring to assist the sliding, these doors 
are heavier to use than single sided RollerDoors™; as a 
result, we have smaller size restrictions, and always try 
to make standard single sided RollerDoors™ work first.

Sideways RollerDoors™ 

Dimensions: Up to 1m x 1m.

Tracks: Routed into carcass.

No springs, no motor.

Materials: All standard roller 

door materials.

Also available: Interlocking 

plastic tambour slats, for 

commercial and office fitouts.
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Sage® Doors  |  Oak beaded slat FlexiPanel™



Beaded decorative panels.

The perfect marriage of lines and beads, 
our beaded panels are ideal for linear 
profiles on curved kitchen islands, vanity 
units, wall panels, desk or table legs - 
your imagination is the limit!

With timber beads on a flexible backing, 
our beaded panels make the modern 
linear beaded look simple to achieve!

Dimensions: Custom made to order, any size.

Materials: Any solid timber, or paintable MDF.

FlexiPanels™

Sage® Doors  |  Oak beaded slat FlexiPanel™



Commercial Servery RollerDoors™

Sage® Doors  |  Yellow Cedar servery RollerDoor™

Commercial Servery 
RollerDoors™

Typically used in servery-like areas in halls, 
bars, schools and churches, our Sage® 
Commercial RollerDoors™ are also great for 
reception areas where you need a secure 
door system that is compact and visually 
designed for indoor use.



Sage® Doors  | 
Aluminium servery RollerDoor™

Materials:

• Red Cedar

• Yellow Cedar 

    (also suitable to paint if a different colour is required)

• Silver Anodized Aluminium

Max Dimensions:

• 1.6m high x 3.6m wide

• 2m high x 2.7m wide

For larger openings and corners, we can also manufacture 

removable tracks for between two (or more) doors.

Installation:

• All doors are supplied ready-to-install and are pre-tensioned 

   in an MDF headcase

• 10 Year Warranty     



Curated Wanaka  |  Lacquered RollerDoors™ with bar handles

0800 507 243
sagedoors.co.nz


